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Multi-level resilience

• Most resilience studies focus on 
frontline work

• Increasing recognition of the 
importance of taking a multi-level 
perspective

• Recent definition of resilient 
healthcare explicitly includes 
different system levels

“… the capacity to adapt to challenges 
and changes at different system levels, 
to maintain high quality care.”



Why study the macro 
level?

• Regulation can in theory support safe adaptation 
within a regulatory framework 

• Need to balance regulation and flexibility

• But determining how to achieve this is not clear.

• We need to study resilience at all levels of the 
system to understand overall system resilience



Why study the macro 
level?

• Creates the context within which provider 
organisations must function 

• Meso level activities also shape the macro level
– Feedback, influence, consultation, membership of 

macrolevel bodies

• Understanding such interactions is vital for 
understanding overall system resilience.



Challenge 1. Definitions

Different conceptualisations

• macro – the system level 

• meso – the organisational level 

• micro – the clinical team level 

Resilience at different temporal and spatial scales (Macrae & Wiig, 
2019, p. 126)



Challenge 2. Conceptual 

Resilience 
potentials

Situated resilience - Re-adjusting 
processes by integrating and 
applying existing resources and 
practices

Structural resilience - Re-
organising and restructuring 
sociotechnical resources and 
practices

Systemic resilience – Reforming 
and reconfiguring how 
resources and practices are 
produced

Anticipating 

Monitoring 

Responding 

Learning 

Integrated Resilience Attributes Framework



Challenge 3. Mapping 
the macro level

• The macro level is complex and multi layered - many bodies 
with overlapping and sometimes competing goals 
– In 2019 there were 126 organisations with regulatory oversight in the 

UK carrying out 15 different regulatory functions

• Many studies, do not map the macro context in detail, 
precluding analyses of 
– the interaction between macro level organisations, 
– and between the macro and meso/micro levels of the system

Eirini Oikonomou et al. BMJ Open 2019;9:e028663



Challenge 4. Data 
sources

• What data are relevant for multi level analysis? 

• Regulatory regimes

– Multiple regimes may exist

– Often they are not specified, unarticulated

– No overall integrated approach



Data sources



Challenge 5. Mechanisms

• How do macro level actors influence resilience 
at meso and micro levels?

• Is it possible to identify mechanisms given 

– Multiple influences

– Temporal and spatial scales

– Reciprocal interaction



International 
comparative study

• Five countries
– Norway – SHARE centre
– Australia
– UK
– Japan
– Netherlands

• Focused on team adaptive 
capacity but taking into 
account how this is shaped by 
other system levels



Design and aims
• Understand how resilience is enabled 

or inhibited in each team 
– Teamwork behaviour

– Organisational factors

– Healthcare system factors 

• Macro level analysis of the healthcare 
systems 

• Comparative cross case analysis

• Develop guidance for designing 
resilient teams in different contexts



Macro level analysis

– Structure of h/c system
– Funding and access
– Patient rights 
– Regulatory framework
– Accreditation and monitoring, 
– Information availability, 
– Resources available for 

quality

• Establishes the broad 
landscape in each country

• Detail difficult to grasp 
• Link to resilience is not clear
• Can countries be 

characterised by analysing 
the macro level?

• Do we need additional 
data?



Conclusions

• Conceptual clarity –
– What do we mean by system levels?  

– How is the idea of levels conceptually linked to 
resilience?

• Methodological guidance for studying the 
complex interactions  and mechanisms between 
different levels of a system 

• Data sources and availability
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